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EXECUT1VE SUMMARy
This report provides an introduction to existing and (Hnerging tr~msit bus technologies
that will be available over the next five to ten years, It addresses clean diesel, electric
trolley. bus, natural gas, hybrid and fuel cell technologies, Life cycle costs for eXisting
teohnologies, enVironmental and operating impacts, and customer related issues are
discussed.
Diesel engine technology is the most mature of the technologies discussed, having;

been developed over several decades. This technology Is the predominant form of
power used in the heavy-duty commercial transportation sector. Today's diesel engines
are termed "clean" because their emissions compare very favourably with those of
natural gas engines except in the area of nitrous oxides (NO x).
Natural gas engines have been evolving since first introduced in early 1990. There are
a number of transit properties In North America evaluating fleets of buses powered by
natural gas. Reliability of this technology has improved but experience has been mixed
and the long-term economic benefits initially predicted have not materialiZed.
The electric trolley bus concept has been use in North America for decades, This
technology has operated very successfully and is still used extensively in Dayton, San
Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia, Edmonton and Seattle. Pertormance and reliabiUty of
trolley buses can be the same or better than diesel if properly designed and
implemented. In addition to having better performance than diesel and eNG, the trolley
has a longer vehicle life and is environmentally cleaner and quieter.
Hybrid electric bUses, which use an internal combustion engine to generate power to
electric drive motors, are nearing commercial production, They are being used in
several cities in North America on a trial basis, While costs for this technology are not
aVailable, early reports are very favourable. Hybrid bUses provide improved fuel
consumption and reduced emissions due to the optimized engine size and speed.
Life cycle cost analysis, which includes initial capital cost, operating costs and debt
service, shows that over a 20 year life a trolley will cost $2.2 million, a diesel bus $1.6
million, and a eNG bus $2.2 million. If these costs are adjusted to cater for differences
in passenger carrying capacity and service availability, the results are a trolley costs
$2.3 million, a diesel bus $1.7 million and a eNG bus $2.9 million. Adjusting the life
cycle cost of a trolley using lower maintenance costs of new technology results in a
value of $1.9 million. These costs assume there is no expansion of the current trolley
network and that there are no additional fuelling or maintenance facilities required for
eNG buses, Ufe cycle costs were not calculated for hybrid and fuel cell technologies
due to the absence of data.
An analysis of emissions and noise data was done for each technology.

Diesel and

eNG emissions were found to be similar, except for particulates and carbon dioxide,
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where diesel is higher. Hybrid buses hav:;? a better emissions profile than eNG buses;
Trolley buses and fuel cell buses are consj(u~r8d "zero emission" vehicles. In the context
of the transit fleet's estimated contribution to the contamination of the l'f;}qlfXl'S ail', it was
found to be insignificant in all categorlet-~ of mea9UI'OO pollute.nt, with the highest
contribution being 0.25% of the total for nitrous oxide. Since 1987 total emissions from
the transit fleet have been reduced by an average of 52%. In comparing nois.e
emissions, the trolley is the quietest, followed by eNG and fuel cell, and lastly the diesel;
bus.
From an operating perspective, the characteristics of each type of bus impact operating
costs, assignability to routes, operating safety and size of fleet. Trolleys are restricted
to the overhead power network,. but are ideal' for use on densely used routes and where
traffic Is heavier. eNG, hybrid and fuel cell buses are more suited to less dense service
routes due to their limited passenger canying capacity, From a customer perspective,
the diesel bus provides the most reliable service at present and provides the largest
proportion of seated load, closely followed by the trolley bus. The trolley has the added
benefit of providing a quieter, smoother and llodour·1ree" ride. There is insufficient
information available on hybrid and fuel cell buses to draw any conclusions in terms of
operating and customer selVice issues.
In conclusion, there are three technologies readily available 10r transit use: diesel.
electric trolley and eNG. Hybrid technology will be commercially available within two
years, with fuel cell buses being available some time later. From a life cycle cost point
of view the diesel and electric trolley technologies provide the best net present value.
Trolleys and fuel cell buses are non-polluting, with trolleys proViding the best
environmental benefits from an emissions and noise point of view. From an operating
point of view the diesel technology provides the greater reliability, greater passenger
-"capacity and flexibility in assignability to routes. The trolley bus provides the attributes
tnat give the passenger the most comfortable ride.
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ItITRQOUCTlQM
On April 1lrt, 1999 the Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority (TransLink) became'
responsible for developing transportation systems that meet the current and future
needs of the region. It will support the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVAD)
land-use . and groW1h plans by providing a locally controlled, integrated, and
environmentally sensitive transportation system. From a transit perspective, more
customer-responsive, reliable service, in conjunction with judicious transportation
demand management,. will attract greater ridership to the transit system, reducing
relIance on the singfe occupant vehicle.
The purpose of this report is to provide an introduction to bus technology that is
available, or will soon be available, to meet our region's transit requirement. It:
•
•.
•
•
•

describes existing and emerging bus technologies
compares life-eycle costs for existing technologies
discusses the environmental impact of all options
identifies operating impacts
comments upon customer related issues

EXISTING AND EMERGING BUS TECHNOLOGIES

There are three mature technologies currently in use in the transit industry and several
emerging technologies being evaluated in various stages of development. The three
existing technologies are clean diesel, compressed natural gas (eNG), and the electric
trolley bus (ETB). Of the emerging technologies, two are nearing commercial
intrOduction, hybrid electric and hydrogen fuel cell.

e,""

Diesel.

The term "clean" diesel refers to a diesel-fuelled engine that meets current emission
standards and regUlations adopted by the Environment Proteotion Agency.
The diesel engine has been the standard transit engine of choice for well over fifty
years. Refinements, upgrading and technology advancements over the years have
elevated the transit diesel engine to optimum performance and reliability. One of the
. more significant improvements was the introduction of electronic engine controls in the
late 1980's. This breakthrough has enabled diesel engine manufacturers to meet the
stringent emission requirements now being imposed on the diesel technology. Other
developments, such as after exhaust treatments, exhaust gas re-circulation and further
electronic and material advancements will ensure the transit clean diesel engine
alternative remains available for tmnsit authorities seeking a cost effective, reliable and
efficient service.
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Compressed N'!t.yral Gas {eNG}
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Natural gas buses have been undergoing development since the first OEM mass
produced vehicles were introduced in early 1990. Aftar nearly a decade of evolution,
the current status and reliability of engines, fuel systems and infrastructure is slowly
approaching the traditional diesel. Modest demonstrations of CNG buse,l~ by several
major transit agencies (Sacramento, Tacoma, Sun Valley, Vancouver and Cleveland)
are underway to evaluate and test the CNG technology. Although these examples
underline the increasing popularity and reliability of natural gas fuel systems, some of
the operating experience is beginning to question the long term economio benefits that
were projected for natural' gas fuelled buses,.
.
The hatural gas fuel for CNG buses is stored in roof-mounted, high-pressure, gas
cylinders. The gas is then regulated and injected into the cylinders of the engine, being
Ignited by a spark ignition system. Because of the volatility of the fuel the buses are
equipped with leak detection and fire suppression systems. Because of these additional
fuel system requirements, maintenance costs are higher and reliability is lower than that
of diesel engines.
While CNG fuel is cheaper than diesel fuel, largely because it is not taxed to the same
extent as other fuels, tt requir~~Q%, rnQI.f;LGNGJ.ueL.lQ~ ..QRera1e the~QiJs for the same
amount of time as a diesel bus. The tax structure applied to fuels, if it were to change,
COuld make eNG buses even more uneconomical to operate tt1an a similarly siZed
diesel bus. The current tax subsidy for eNG fuel is $0. 155/1itre of diesel eqUivalent
Electric Trolley Bus (ETB)
ETB is a trackless trolley system reqUiring an overhead catenary system as its power
source, similar to light rail systems. EfB technology enjoys a long revenue service
proven track record. The trolley bus concept and catenary feed technology have
operated successfully in North America for decades. Although catenary construction is
expensive, because of the switching and power station requirements, the vehicles are
commercially available and a great deal of experience exists with systems in Europe,
Canada and the U.S. ETBs are currently in daily service in such cities as Dayton, San
Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia, Vancouver, Edmonton and Seattle. Performance andl
rreliability of trolley buses can be the same or better than current diesel powere<!J
Lvehicles if properly designed and implemented. There are benefits to ErB operation.
These adval1tages include 45% faster acceleration than motor buses (Which generally
improve operating efficiencies) and longer vehicle life, while being environmentally
cleaner and quieter.
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Hybrid Electrlq

Hybrid buses are a new advancement emerging for tl1e transit industry. Buses so
configured can be powered with a wide variety of traditional or alternative· fuels,
including diesel, gasoline or eNG. Several "one of akind" demonstrations are currently
underway in New York City, New Jersey and Orange County. All major bus
manUfacturers are now offering this option and have programs underway to develop
and evaluate the technology. The technology is too recent to have any reliable
operating and cost data, but early indications are very favourable.
Hybrid buses use a relatively small (50 to 150 horsepower) traditional diesel engine that
drives an electric generator. This engine has sufficient power to operate the vehicle in a
"cruise" mode, but cannot accelerate the bus adequately between stops. Energy from
the generator is stored in a battery pack, flywheel, or super capacitor system and is
used to accelerate the bus between stops and while climbing hills. An electric motor is
used to drive the wheels and provide energy recovery during braking. Energy
recovered by the electric motors during stops is returned to the energy storage device.
Hybrid buses result in improved vehicle fuel consumption and reduced emissions due to
the optimized engine size and speed. Since the hybrid electric does not rely exoluslvely
on battery storage or electric power, the vehicle has a range based on the amount of
fuel that can be carried aboard the bus.
Hydrogen Fuel Cell

The emergenoe of buses powered by hydrogen fuel cells is now being developed and
demonstrated. Recent improvements in fuel cell technology, resulting in a Proton
Exchange Membrane fuel cell (PEM 3 ), has allowed higher power yields from relatively
compact and lightweight fuel cells. However, all fuel cells depend upon a supply of
highly purified hydrogen and oxygen to produce electrio power - and that is difficult to
prOVide.

A fuel cell relies on a chemical reaction to produce electricity. Hydrogen and oxygen are
passed over opposite sides of the membrane within each fuel oell. The membrane is
coated with a platinum catalyst that facilitates the passage of the protons from the
hydrogen atom. The electrons from the hydrogen flow around the membrane, through
an electrical device such as a motor. The more cells that are stacked, the greater the
current produced. Oxygen for the reaction is generally available from air, but the
hydrogen must be carried In high-pressure tanks (muoh like eNG), or be extracted from
liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon fuels. Methanol, gasoline and CNGILNG are current fuel
candidates for vehicle fuel cells as they have a substantial amount of hydrogen
available for extraction.
The extraction process, a chemical process referred to as "reforming", creates hydrogen
(H2), carbon dioxide (C~) and small amounts of carbon monoxide (CO). The CO is
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undesired since it is known to apoison" fuel cell membranes and damage the power.
generation capability. CO2 is a greenhouse gas.
A I'Q!n~lvely srnall nUIY1\:)ef of tran~{it properties eT0 currently demonstrating fuel cell
powered buses. These programs are active in Chicago and Vancouver. Other
dovelopment programs that also use the Ballard PEM "fuel cell engine" are active with
major light-duty automotive manufaoturers (Ford, GM, Daimler-Benz, Chrysler, Toyota,
Mazda, Nissan, Honda, Renault, Volvo and Volkswagen).

LIFE CYCLE COSTS FOR EXISTING, TECHNOLOGBE9
Life cycle costs include the initial capital cost of the vehicles and associated facilities,
plus the related incremental operating costs over the expected life of the vehicle. In the
model developed for this report, the historical operating costs for each of the
technologies in use within TransUnk have been used. Capital costs based on tl1e
actual costs for the most recent purchases of diesel buses and quotes from·
manufactures for ErBs have been used. These capital costs have been adjusted for
inflation for delivery in 2001. The model compares the life cycle cost of one 40 ft
vehicle. Costs will obviously be higher for 60 ft. articulated diesel buses and ETBs.
Operating costs used in the life cycle costing model include maintenance labour and
materials (for both running maintenance and overhaul functions), fuel and lubricants
(electric power in the case of ETBs). These global operating costs take into account the
variability in wear and tear unique to each type of technology. Factors such as brake
wear, motor retardation, vehicle weight, and for example contribute to this variability. In
the case of the ETB, the maintenance cost of the trolley overhead power distribution
network is included.
Capital costs include the initial cost per vehicle, any unique facilities requirements (such
as maintenance overhaUl or fuelling facility upgrades for eNG buses). and debt
servicing costs amortized over the expected life of the vehicle. It is also assumed that
diesel and eNG buses will be replaced after 17 years, the point at which they become
uneconom ical to repair, and the ETB at the end of the 20th year. An additional capltaJ
outlay for a diesel and eNG bus replacement is added in the 18th year.
The life cycle costing model provided the following results:
COMPARATIVR: LIFE CYCLE COST (OOO's)
..

Trolley
Diesel

eNG

" ..~

"'~~h"Aln~" n""I"llf

Total(lncl Facilities)
$2,234.09
$1,603.74
$4,050.80

R"h{<'It'rtoor 1. 1099

Vehicle Only
$2,234.09

$1,603.74
$2,168.45
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The life· cycle model used does not account for the difference in spare ratios, or the
passenger carrying capacity, needed to deliver the same level of service. eNG buses
carry 63 passengers compared to 76 and
10r the ETB and diesel bus respectively.
To address different maintenance requirements a spare ratio of 25% is required for
eNG buses @mparad to 15% .ang..1E2~JQr.~..!Qd diesel bus respectively. These
figures were used to arrive at an adjusted life cycle coSflOreacnoflneteChnologies to
approximate an eqUivalent level of service delivered:
.

n

j
t

I
I

ADJUSTED LIFE CYCLE COST (OOO's) ,
(To deliver an equivalent level of service} .
Technology
Trolley
Diesel

,
,

eNG

I
~

. LCCNehfde;
$2,234.09
$1,603.74
$2,168.45

Pax Capacity ,, Spare Ftatlo% ' AdJusted Lee
15
$2263.49
76
18
$1,645.57
77
25

63

$2,880.79

The above analysis uses maintenance costs for the current DC trolley technology.
Experience in Europe with the ~ew ac technology indicates that it is at the same level of '
reliability as diesel technology. If this assumption is made and inserted in the life cycle
costing moQel, the life cycle cost per trolley drops to $1,962.23. The adjusted life cycle
cost drops to $1,988.05, making the trolley technology very competitive with diesel
buses. .This is assuming there is no addition to the existing trolley overhead power
distribution system, which has a ~pitaJ replacel11~nt~,,"sMy'~1Jli§1 m.!ill2n.
Because operating cost data is not available for commercial production models of hybrid
and fuel cell buses, a life cycle cost analysis has not been attempted. Experience at
transit properties where these technologies are being evaluated indicates higher
operating costs. These costs are not extraordinary When put in the context of the stage
of development of these two technologies.

Hybrid technology is expected to be in full commercial production by 2001 with capital
costs in the range of a. eNG bus. Operating costs for hybrid technology are expected
,.·,,:r<:"'·;;\to be similar to or lower than for diesel buses.. Experience to date in New York, for
example, has shown that brake wear has been reduced significantly due to the
'agenerative braking system of the technology.
J

Fuel cell technology for heavy duty use is in the middle of its development phase and is
several years away from full commercial production. Cost, reliability and fuelling
infrastructure issues need to be addressed before the technology is commercially
Viable.
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ENVIRONMENT.All~

Environmental issues are discwssed in relation to the exhaust and noise emissions from
(,:<,\oh of Hie technologic, and also reviews the source of fuel as a contributor to the
overall environmental impact in the Vancouver region.
Diesel fuef and compressed natural gas (CNG) are produced by trH~ petroleum indw:itry.
~iS§i9n$ a~ these sourc~s are cQ~dered neg.l.!,gi~ and will no~ be discussed. in this
report. Hydrogen- gas fOr the fuef cell~ can be produced by either electrolysIs (the'
chemical' breakdown. of water) or by the reformation of natural gas or methanoL
Whichever method, the emissions impact is still considered low. Electlicity for the·
trolleys, largely produced from hydro electric power in British Columbia, would also have
insignificant emissions. The only real emission impact would be the production of
electricity from a gas fired thermal plant, such as the one located in Burrard Inlet
Power for the Lower Mainland's trolley system now comes from the BC Hydro grid
which is predominantly zero emission hydro electric production.
There are several common air contaminants and greenhouse gases measured in the
Vancouver region by the GVRD. These are:
•

Particulate (PM). These are small diesel, oil, carbon, soot or other foreign matter
particles created by the combuf;tion process. They can range in size from 2.5 to 10
.microns. They primarily affect tile human respiratory system, depending on size and
quantity.
• Sulfur Oxides (SOx). These are formed by the combustion of sulfur found in fuel.
. Sulfur oxides react with atmospheric water to form sulfuric aoid. Subsequent
reactions convert the sulfuric acid to an extremely fine solid sulfate aerosol, which
impairs Visibility.
• Nitrous Oxide (NOx). This combustion gas produces brown smog When combined
with carbon monoxide in the air and subjected to sunlight - a familiar sight
throughout the Lower Mainland in the summer months.
Monoxide (CO). This is ano!b~.~~ol1lbU~JQ!.LJla~J_~.?it-90ntributes to smog f
l_-' Carbon
~h~JQE!!!.eY2Ll,,9LC291.{carbo.!l.dioxide).
. - _.h ..•._...... _~~h
J
Carbon Dioxide (C02), Carbon dioXlae1s a greenhouse gas, associated with global
""vOCl

r+

r+

l._

.

_h _ _ . . .

;a~~~~~ r:~~~~~~~ ~~i~~~n.TjlJz.Jq9_C?lJ1JSY..2_1~J:E~!9g~!.~~I!~~L~.~~~lgna!QrY. st~~!i

~ Hydrocarl:>ons"THcr:-TtiTslS"'a~ measure of the unburned fuel, either in the form of
diesel fuel or natural gas. Diesel, as compared to CNG, tends to provide a more
complete burn and thus lower emissions. He combines with l'JOx in strong sunlight
to form ozone (03). The m~n~.gQJT!RQne.!Jt.Qi HC.~.Ltl . .QNG_ em[§siQ!J_?J~.J!.J{ery
str0t1fLgreenb.o1.1~,~~g ....fQ__~i.!n~~ .. ~~~2~Q~r!!}~D_.gQ2: ... 9.Q~ . i..$ -~.,29~1!!-~.\:I.~~9D
f!fg~~~_~yf~~:~=~~~~!~?_~.g. 9f.e~nhou~~ ..9.§l~ and its r~g'ygJtQ..Q..Jg_.~~~~:~

+ VOlatTIe Organic

Compounds (VaC). These transform through rea.Gtions in the
atmosphere and form secondary aerosol particles. It is estimated these aerosols
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comprise about 50% of the organic aerosols found in the air on a summer day and
most of them are categorized in the fine fraction of inhalable particulates.
Arguments, reports and large amounts of data have been presented over th~ years as
to which emission components cause the greats&1: harm. For exarnple, PM and NOx
crnate respiratory ailments, whereas CO and He cause the longer term global climate
impacts·. The clean diesel, hybrid and eNG engine designs all contribUte varying
degrees of PM, NOx, CO and He. Fuel ceH and electric trolley buses are zero emission
vehicles depending on the source of fuel, and therefore, they may have no detrimental
effect.
The Environmental Protection Agency in the United States (EPA) is the main regulatory·
body for legislating emission limits.
Diesel engine technology has advanced'
significantly in the past decade with certified emissions very close to or bettering those
of eNG fuelled engines. Canadian policy is to meet all current standards. All transit
engines are produced in the United States and shipped to Canada, so they
automatically fall under the EPA jurisdiction. All TransUnk's clean diesel engines meet
EPA regulations.
To put the emissions from TranUnk's transit fleet into perspective, however, an analysis
of the most recent GVRD data on common air contaminants and greenhouse gases to
determine what portion of the pollution is caused by the fleet. A summary of this data is
at Annex A. The analysis shows that the estimated transit fleet contributions to these
pollutants is insignificant in all categories, with nitrous oxide being the highest at 0.25%
of the total. The next highest is total PM at 0.22%. This is consistent with the findings of
studies done in other major urban centres in North America. By far the largest
contributor of contaminants and greenhouse gases in the Vancouver region is the
passenger-carrying automobile. Environmental objectives can more effectively be met
. _II for im provi.n.9 the
by providing more public transport instead Of'.\OOX~.
.
.
us §.Quate to those
emissions from buses. The annual jjmissJon~
ffllm 40 automobiles. - - .
. . ",:.. .':"~'::-- .
"7'"

Notwithstanding the above perspective, the TransUnk transit fleet has improved its
emissions profile significantly since 1987 by upgrading emissions control systems with
each engine rebUild and by replacing 30 year old diesel buses with state of the art
diesel buses. The follOWing ct1art demonstrates the gains made:

EMISSIONS REDUCTION - TRANSIT FLEET, 1987 TO DATE
Emission

Reduction

PM1Q
NOx

61%

He

co
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Hybrid technology is only being evaluated by a few transit properties but seve7atFiavtl,
plans to trial this very promising combine,tion of reliable diesel and electric drive
tnnhnofofJi es. ~ miJ:iJs.lQruLle,\(,~l~JmmJ)YRriQJ21!'§Q,;;tJJ~y.~~.J?,,~~rL,Q~n'lJ~9.J}LE!:!Yl~(?!l~.~~t
.9:;illSdaAorl..a!J.bst Uni~dJ?1?:!~~J:'nY1IQD.!J1JWlaLe,(Qt.EK;ttq!t{~Q~~E~' I'iybrid buues are
Gleaner than either diesel or eNG buses. A comparison of their emissions is in the
.
following chart.
COMPARAnVE EMISSIONS - DIESEl, eNG, HYBRID

(In GramslMile)

Technolggy
Diesel

eNG
Hybrid

PM,o

CO

NO~

0.187
0.025
0.027

22.00
20.80
10.62

5.20
9.00
0.13

,
I

,

CO2
2984
2483
1761

A category of emission that has not been confidently measured is road dust. Road dUst
comprises fine particles from brake and tire wear, soot, building construction sites, etc.
In 1990, it was estimated road dust accounted for 50,600 tonnes of particulates, or over
three times the estimated total PM emissions in the air in the Vancouver region,
rendering transit's contribution to this contaminant insignificant.
Of th~ air contaminant emissions addressed above, the PM 1O , PM2.5' NO x, SOx and vaG
represent a health hazard.. However, the social impact on health care costs has not
been accurately quantified. Estimates vary Widely. b!J ~mate _QL~.z5,QQ.Qj).-QrJQ!10~
~as.genera"y been ~Cge1?te9 as a Q~, For the Vancouver region, this would translate
into a social cost of $10.43 million per year resulting from translt's contribution of about
139 tonnes per year of these contaminants to the atmosphere.

Noise emissions also have an environmental impact. And while all current transit bus
technologies meet the federal Ministry of Transport noise emission requirements, some
technologies are noisier than others. The relative noise levels for the five technologies
addressed in this paper are:
RELAlIVE NOISE lEVU;::lS

Diesel

eNG

Trolley
Hybrid
Fuel Cell

83 dba

75 dba
<50 dba
Unknown
75dba

In an urban centre such as downtown Vancouver, noise will be amplified by the
proximity of the buses to tall buildings and Uie "pollution" effect is further influenced by
the frequency of the noise. E.g., While the absolute noise level of a eNG bus is lower
than that of a diesel bus, its different frequency causes a resonance that is more
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perceptible to the human ear. The ETB on the other Iland, has been labeled by some
transit authorities as the bus that goes "woosh" and is more suited to service in dense
urban areas.
QPERATING IMPACTS'
There are a number of operating, impacts associated with each of the technologies
under discussion. Parameters that affect the performance of' a vehicle include
acceleration, hill-climbing ability, range, top speed, fuel consumption, mechanical'
reliability, and brake wear, as examples. These parameters will impact operating costs,
assignability to routes, operating, safety and size of fleet required to provide a specified
type of service"
A bus that has good hill-elimbing ability, top speed and passenger carrying capacity has
the fleXibility of being assigned to any route in the Vancouver region. The ETS, whioh
has good acceleration, is easy to move around in dense traffic; however, its flexibility is
limited by the need to operate under a fixed power grid. Heavier buses such as eNG,
hybrid and fuel cell, cany fewer passengers and, therefore, are not effective on routes
having high passenger density. Heavier buses also have more wear and tear on tires,
brakes and suspension, resulting in higher maintenance costs and lower service
availability. Lower service availability requires a higher ratio of spare vehicles to meet
an equivalent .service demand. All these operating factors are accounted for in the
operating cost data used to develop life cycle costs for each of the existing
technologies.
.
Special fuel bUses, such as eNG and the fuel cell, require special fuelling and
maintenance infrastructure which in turn leads to higher initial capital costs and facilities
maintenance costs. The linking of a bus to a unique fueling infrastructure also restricts
the flexibility of assigning the bus to another depot to meet changing service patterns.
In concluding the discussion of operating impacts, the type of bus technology selected
will determine the ability to meet specified service levels and will also impact the
resources required to deliver that service.
CUSTOMER ISSUES
Customer issues related to the bus technologies discussed in this report are on-time
service(reliability), oomfort(seating oapacity, smell, and noise), and safety. Customer
surveys indicate that customers would like their buses to arrive on schedule, and get to
their destination on time, safely. They prefer to sit on longer routes, with standing being
acceptable on shorter, denser routes.
Of the three existing technologies, diesel provides the customer with the most reliable
service at present. Diesel buses also carry the most passengers Witll the largest
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proportion of seated 1000. Diesel is closely followed by the ETB in terms of reliability
and carrying capacity. However, the ETB provjdl:~s tile customer with a quieter,
smoother and "odour-free" ride. The eNG buses do not carry as many passengers
(a1flir)·ugh they offer the same number of seats), do not have the distinctive "diesel"
oduur, but are less reliable than the diesel und ETB.

There Is insufficient experience to date to qualify customer acceptance of hybrid and
fuel cell technologies. Earty indications are that response has been positive to both
these technologies. Natural gas and hydrogen are fuels that are perceived to be more
dangerous by both the customer and transit staff alike. However, if all maintenance is
conducted in accordance with the requisite, schedules" and safety procedures are

observed, buses using these fuels are as safe as any other is.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, there are only three viable technologies currently available to transit
agencies: diesel, electric trolley and natural gas.
Hybrid technology will be

commerciaJly available within two years, although some manufacturers are offering it
now at a premium co~t. Fuel cell technology will not be commercially available for a
few years, once cost and reliability issues have been addressed.
Df the three current technologies, diesel and electric trolley provide the best adjusted
life cycle cost. This only holdstrue, however, if the trolley network j's not expanded.
The overall impact of the transit fleet emissions on the quality of air in thc" region is

insignificant in al! categories of measured contaminants and greenhouse gases. Diesel
and eNG emissions are similar, except for partiCUlates and carbon dioxide, where
diesel is higher. Hybrid buses have a better emissions profile than eNG buses. Both
trolleys and fuel cell buses, however, have the least impact on the region's air quality
due to their being considered "zero-emission". The trolley bus offers the lowest level of
noise pollution to the population of the region.
From an operating perspective, the cllaracteristics of each type of bus ,impact operating

oosts, assignability to routes, operating safe1y and size of fleet.

Troll(~ys

are restricted

to tile overhead power network, but are ideal for use on densely used routes and where
traffic is heavier. eNG, hybrid and fuel cell buses are more suited to less dense service
routes due to their limited passenger carrying capacity. From a customer perspective,
the diesel bus provides the most reliable service at present and proVides the largest
proportion of seated load, closely followed by the trolley bus. The trolley has the added
benefit of providing a quieter, smoother and "odour~free" ride. There is insufficient
information available on hybrid and fuel cell buses to draw any conclusions in terms of

operating and customer service

Bus Technology Review ~ Septomber 1. 1999
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Sheri Plewes, Vice President, Capital Management & Engineering

Date:
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Subject:

Bus Procurement Update

CHAIR
Malcolm Brodie

DIRECTORS
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PURPOSE
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Sam Sullivan
Joe Trasollnl
Richard Walton
Dianne Watts
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The purpose of this Board report is to provide information on the following: .
•
Status of the CNG bus procurement;
•
Financial and service level impacts of adding 95 CNG buses to the fleet; and
•
Financial and contractual implications of implementing a change order under the
existing contract with New Flyer to convert some of the CNG buses to Diesel
buses with Diesel Particulate Filters.

BACKGROUND

Scott Young

Requestfor Information
CEO
Pat Jacobsen

At the Board Orientation Sessions held in January 2006, the Board requested an
information report for receipt at the March 6, 2006 Board Meeting regarding the CNG
Bus Procurement.
eNG Bus Procurement

In July 2005, the Board received a report outlining the evaluation of Proposals received
for the supply of standard low floor transit buses and r.onsidered a recommendation by
staff to procure diesel buses with Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs). The Board directed
staff to procure standard CNG buses within the approved project budgets.
In December 2005, the Board received for information a report providing an update of
the CNG bus procurement and implementation.

Environmental Policy and Emissions Policy
In October 2003, the Board approved TransLink's Environmental Policy and
Environmental Management System. The policy and management system provide the
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framework for decisions regarding the planning, managing or implementation of
programs that have an impact on the environment and for meeting regulatOly
requirements, environmental commitments and corporate mandate.
In May 2005, the Board received for information, a report outlining the process for
development of a Fleet Emissions Policy. The Emissions Policy will support
TransLink's Environmental Policy and the environmental objectives and targets
identified to date.
The 2005-2007 Three Year Plan outlines TransLink's commitment to continued
environmental responsibility through the planning, provision and maintenance ofregional
transportation services. Initiatives such as service expansion and service enhallcement,
procurement of zero emission electric trolley buses, implementation of two new light rail
lines (Canada Line and Evergreen Line) utilizing zero emission electric trains, regular
maintenance and replacement of existing vehicles, Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) certification for new facilities, and contaminated soil
remediation are some examples of TransLink's commitment to continued environmental
responsibility.
An update on the development of the emissions policy and related work is included in
Appendix A.
Bus Technology and Altemative Fuel Demonstration Project

In May 200\ the Board received for information, a repmi describing the Bus Technology
and Alternative Fuel Demonstration Project. The first phase of the Project began in
August 2005. The purpose of this project is to test and evaluate technologies and fuels in
a controlled program of actual revenue service to provide performance and emission data
relevant to TransLink's operating environment.
An update on the work to date for the Bus Technology and Alternative Fuel
Demonstration Project is included in Appendix A.
DISCUSSION
Status ofthe eNG Bus Procurement

Based on the Board direction to procure the CNG buses within the approved project
budgets, staff detennined that 95 CNG buses could be purchased (55 buses for service
expansion and 40 buses to replace buses at the end of their service life) rather than the
approved project scope of 107 buses (55 expansion buses and 52 replacement buses).
This is primarily due to the higher capital cost of CNG buses (over $60,000 per bus) and
the required fuelling infrastmcture upgrades ($2.2M).
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A contract was signed with New Flyer in October 2005 for the purchase of up to 95 buses
standard CNG buses, 73 buses as a base with an option for up to an additional 22 buses to
be exercised before Iv1a1'ol1 31, 2006. Delivery of the 55 expansion buses will be
completed prior to September 2006 and delivery of the 40 replacement buses w111 be
completed by November 2006. The first production buses are scheduled to arrive in June
2006 and the pre-production pilot bus is scheduled to arrive in the last week of May
2006.

Financial Impacts
A life cycle cost analysis was completed to determine the most cost effective solution for
operating the CNG fleet. The viable options included:
1.
Operate entire CNG fleet at Port Coquitlam Transit Centre (peTe);
2.
Operate entire CNG fleet at Surrey Transit Centre (STC); and
3.
Split the CNG fleet between PCTC and STC.
Operating the entire fleet of 120 CNG buses (25 existing and 95 new) from PCTC is the
lowest cost option, primarily because ofthe existing CNG infrastructure. However, the
capacity of the existing fuelling infrastructure at PCTC is 75 buses and, therefore,
upgrades are required to support the new buses. As well, service inefficiencies such as
additional deadhead and operator relief costs result from the need to transfer some peak
hour service [Tom Burnaby Transit Centre to Port Coquitlam Transit Centre.
The estimated total incremental life cycle co"sts of a 95 bus CNG fleet when compared
with a diesel fleet are $26.5M (NPV). This is comprised of incremental capital costs for
the buses ($6.1M NPV), incremental capital costs for fuelling infrastructure ($2.2M
NPV), incremental operating and maintenance costs for the buses ($8.1M NPV),
incremental operating and maintenance costs for the fuelling infrastructure of ($6.1M
NPV), and $4M due to service inefficiencies.
The capital, maintenance and operating co::ts and on-going maintenance services for the
fuelling station upgrades are based on the proposal from Clean Energy. Based on a total
fleet of 120 CNG buses the estimated total annual payment to Clean Energy is $710,000
for the first 10 years, and then declines after 10 years based on reduced usage of the aging
CNGbuses.
Over the 17-year life of the buses, Diesel buses with DPFs are a more cost effective
option than CNG buses based on total life cycle costs, total capital costs and operating
and maintenance costs.
The following table shows the estimated capital, operating and total life cycle costs per
bus for CNG and Diesel buses with DPFs.
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Life Cycle Costs per Bus (NPV)
r----'---.----

Bus
Technoloav

CAPITAL
COSTS
Net Purchase
Price

Diesel wi DPF
CNG

OPERATING COSTS

TOTAL LIFE
CYCLE COSTS

Maintenance

Fuel

$393,000

$354,000

$308,000

$1.05M

$457,000

$485,000

$259,000

$1.20M

The life cycle costs of the buses were calculated based on the following~
•
17 year service life;
•
Capital cost includes purchase price of bus, training, manuals and provincial sales
tax. CNG costs include a $10,000 rebate from the Provincial Government for
alterative fuel and propulsion systems;
•
Fuelling infrastructure is not included in the capital or operating and maintenance
costs;
•
Fuel prices are not inflated over the life of the bus; and
•
Maintenance data from the demonstration project is supplemented by existing
TransLink data and maintenance schedules provided by the manufacturers.
The greatest uncertainty associated with the life cycle costs is the price of fueL While it
is impossible to predict the price of fuel over a 17-year period, long-term historical
behaviour of fuel prices shows that the price of diesel and the price ofnatural gas. escalate
comparably. This indicates that higher life cycle costs for both technologies will occur as
fuel prices increase. The following graph shows the price of both fuels for the past 12
years.
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DOE Price of No.2 Diesel and eNG per thousand cubic feet
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There are further fmancial impacts associated with the reduction of 12 replacement buses.
These include the additional maintenance cost resulting from running the older buses for
an additional year until the next procurement is approved and the capital cost associated
with adding these 12 replacement buses ($4.7M assuming diesel buses with DPF) to the
next procurement.
In 2005, to address passenger crowding on the busiest bus routes in response to the sh'ong
ridership growth in 2004, TransLink implemented the original planned expansion in bus
service of 3% or 106,000 annual service hours. In Febmary 2005, the Board gave
approval to introduce a further 2.4 % expansion of 80,000 alillual hours of bus service
improvements during 2005. The first phase of these additional bus service improvements
was implemented in September 2005. The additional bus service improvements results in
an increase to the arumal operating budget.
Continued growth in transit ridership is expected and service expansion will be required
to meet this growth. Continued increases in fuel prices are expected resulting in
decreased revenue from fuel tax as people drive less often. This puts increasing pressure
on the annual operating budget. If cost effective service is not utilized and cost effective
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capital projects are not implemented, additional revenue sources will be required, planned
service delivery will be reduced or the capital program will need to be reduced.

Service Impacts
Purchasing eNG buses rather than diesel buses has no impact on the planned September
2006 service expansion as the number of expansion buses is not reduced and the
expansion buses will be delivered before September. However, the overall performance
characteristics of the CNG buses are less desirable than diesel buses, affecting the
reliability of service and the customer experience.
Based on the data collected to date from the Bus Technology and Alternative Fuel
Demonstration Project and information from New Flyer's June 2005 Proposal, a
comparison of CNG buses with Diesel buses with DPFs was completed. As the CUlTent
bus contract is with New Flyer, their Diesel with DPF and CNG buses are used. This
data, although preliminary, indicates that in our operating environment, the Diesel buses
with DPFs meet or surpass the performance of CNG buses in all categories, including
emissions.
The evaluation criteria used in the comparison are consistent with the criteria included in
the Request for Proposals for vehicle procurements and reflect the guiding principle of
the Environmental· Policy and the draft Emissions Policy to seek financially and
technologically viable, long-term solutions that reduce the environmental impacts of
operations and services that TransLinkprovides.
The table below summarizes the results in a qualitative format.

Summary of Evaluation of Bus 'Technologies
Evaluation Criteria

Demonstrated Reliability & Maintainability
Technical Performance & Functional Requirements
Environmental hnpacts & Benefits
• Emissions·
• Noise
• Excellent @ Good
OFarr

Diesel wI
DPF

eNG

it

@
@

@
@

@
@

•

There are further service impacts associated with the reduction of 12 replacement buses.
These include the reduced reliability, higher overall fleet emissions, and poorer customer
experience resulting from mnning the 12 older buses for an additional year until the next
procurement is approved.
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Change Options/or Current Contract

New Flyer has coufumed that they could convert 45 of tIle buses to diesel with DPF
without impacting the delivery dates and, therefore, service expansion planned for
September 2006 would not be impacted. The fIrst 50 buses would remain CNG and the
price of the diesel buses would be as offered in their June 2005 Proposal.
New Flyer has also confmned that we could purchase an additional 12 diesel buses with
DPF within this contract, allowing us to replace 52 buses, the number of buses requested
in the Approval in Principle. Because the net purchase price of diesel buses is about
$64,000 less than CNGs and fuel station upgrades would not be required, these additional
buses can be purchased within the approved project budgets.
New Flyer is unable to change the entire order to diesel buses without signifIcant impact
to the cost and schedule as the buses are too close to production line entry.
Clean Energy has begun the design work for upgrading the fuelling station at PCTC
based on an interim work order. A notice requiring Clean Energy to suspend their work
on the upgrades until March 6 was issued. Pending the outcome of the Board's
discussion, a contract will be finalized with Clean Energy and work can resume.
CONCLUSION
The benefits associated with converting 45 of the CNG buses to Diesel with DPFs
include:
•
Lower capital costs allowing 12 additional buses to be purchased within the
approved budget;
e
Reduced overall fleet emissions as more older diesel buses are being replaced;
•
Less service impacts for customers;
•
Lower life cycle costs ofbuses;
•
No fuelling infrastructure upgrades required, saving capital operating and
maintenance costs;
•
More flexible fleet enabling route optimization;
e
Greater ability to utilize bus fleet for disaster response as ability to fuel eNG
buses will be difficult or not possible; and
111
Continued operation and maintenance of CNG buses and fuel infrastructure
ensures that the ability to utilize hydrogen compressed natural gas CHCNG)
tec1mology in the future is retained.

Appendix A

Emission Policy and Bus Technology and Alternative Fuels Demonstration

The Emissions Policy and protocols establish emISSIon objectives and provide a
framework to assess the benefits of emission reducti.ons achieved through vehicle
technologies or cleaner fuels against incremental costs for capital and maintenance,
service reliability and vehicle performance.
RWDI Air Inc. was retained in July 2005 to provide assistance in developing the
emissions policy, targets and objectives. RWDI Air is a Canadian environmental
consulting fum with expertise in emissions and air quality, noise, risk and industrial
process flow studies.
The following project team was formed to develop the policy, prOVide expert advice and
provide input for the development of objectives and targets:
TransLink:
CMBC:
AirCare:
WCE:
Federal Government:
GVRD:
Academia:

Planning, Engineering and Public Consultation
Fleet Engineering
Operations
Equipment & Safety
Environment Canada
Air Quality Management
UBC.
U 0 f Washington

SFU
The work completed to date includes:
•
Draft Emissions Policy;
•
Draft emissions objectives and targets for the fleet (buses, light rail, heavy rail,
and vessels);
•
1990 and 2004 baseline emissions inventory databases for transit vehicles and
vessels; and
•
Draft evaluation guidelines, to include in evaluation procedures for vehicle
procurements, for assessing and comparing environmental benefits.
In developing the draft Emissions Policy, the project team used TransLink's
Environmental Policy, the cun'ent environmental objectives and targets, the 2005-2007
Three Year Plan and the Ten Year Outlook to provide direction, As well, the GVRD's
Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) and the Federal government's policies provided
guidance.
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The GVRD's AQMP goals and key air pollutants are summarized below. The plan does
not set specific emission reduction targets; however, it outlines strategies for reducing
overall GVRD emissions and improving air quality. An explanation of the pollutants and
their impacts is attached in Appendix B.

Minimize the risk to public
health from air pollution

Improve visibility

Minimize Greater
Vancouver's contribution to
global climate change

Health effects from primary emissions of:
o PM, NO x,sax, CO, certain VOCs, NH 3
a Other air taxies (benzene, formaldehyde, MTSE, 1, 3butadiene, acetaldehyde, acrolein) not currently
quantified in emission inventory for this project
Health effects due to poll'utants which arise from
secondary formation:
a Precursors to ground level ozone (NO x, VOC)
o Precursors to secondary fihe particulate (NO x, sax,
VOC NH 3
o Precursors to ground level ozone (NO x• VOC)
o Precursors to secondary fine particulate (NO x, sax,
VOC, NH 3
o CO 2
a CH4
D

N2 0

o

Other GHGs not expected to be significant, from
TransLink fleet·

The federal government has not set specific objectives for greenhouse gas eilllSSlOn
reductions from transit and transportation sources in its 2005 Climate Change Plan. The
federal plan reiterates Canada's overall target under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce annual
GHG emissions over the period 2008-2012 to a level 6 percent below actual emissions in
1990, and identifies a number of new funding programs and initiatives to reduce
emissions from a wide range of sectors. Emissions fl.-om transportation sources and
commitment to sustainable communities and transit are featured in the federal
government's plan.
The project team agreed on the following principles for setting objectives and targets:
e
Prioritize air contaminants in the following order:
1)
minimizing risk to public health due to air pollution;
2)
improving visibility;
3)
minimizing Greater Vancouver's contribution to global climate change;
<\l
Prioritize air contaminants based on current information on impacts to public
health: primary fine particulate matter, ozone precursors, and secondmy fine
particulate precursors; and
•
Prioritize emissions reductions based on best value/greatest impact through
comparative cost/benefit analyses,
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TransLink's fleet emission inventory provides estimates for emissions consistent with the
key air pollutants identified in the GVRD's recently approved Air Quality Management
Plan.
TransLink's Environmental Policy and draft Emissions Policy incorporate the principles
of financial sustainability and technological viability as well as reducing environmental
impacts. To assist us in balancing these principles when procuring new vehicles, draft
evaluation guidelines have been developed for assessing relative environmental benefits
of proposed vehicles and for determining the importance of environmental considerations
compared to other evaluation criteria such as reliability, quality, maintainability,
aesthetics and life cycle cost.
The Emissions Policy will be presented to the Board in April 2006 for consideration.
Bus Technology and Alternative Fuel Demonstration Project

The purpose of this project is to test and evaluate technologies and fuels in a controlled
program of actual revenue service to provide performance and emission data relevant to
TransLink's operating environment.
The following technologies and fuels are cunently being tested:
"
2 - 2001 diesel buses with catalytic mufflers (low sulphur diesel);
•
2 - 2001 diesel buses with catalytic mufflers (20% biodiesel);
•
2 - GMlAllison parallel diesel/electric hybrid buses (ultra-low sulphur diesel);
•
2 - CU1llIl1ins C Gas+ buses (compressed natural gas); and
•
2 - 2005 NovaBus diesel buses with diesel particulate filters (ultra-low sulphur
diesel).
The Hybrid and C Gas+ buses are existing TransLink New Flyer low floor buses (diesel
and CNG) that were retrofitted with complete new fuel and propulsion systems. With the
exception of the baseline diesel buses, the bus manufacturers and retrofitters were
responsible for specifYing and providing a bus that best met TransLink's requirements,
based on the performance specifications and evaluation criteria provided to them. All of
the buses in this phase of the Project are equipped with either Cummins diesel or eNG
engines.
The second phase of the Project, scheduled to begin this summer, will include hydrogen
compressed natural gas buses (HCNG), series diesel/electric hybrid buses, and electric
trolley buses. As palt of an on-going testing program, we will continue to test other
emerging technologies and fuels.
The approximate 6·:mollth duration of Phase 1 of the demonstration project is almost
complete. Fuel consumption, reliability and maintenance data are being collected in a
controlled program of actlIaI revenue service. On-going discussions with industry
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stakeholders have been occuning throughout the demonstration project to provide them
with information and to continue to optimize the performance of the buses.
The preliminary results of the demonstration project are sunnnarized below. These
results are specific to the buses tested and the duty cycle used. The results do not reflect
all applications of the technology but are reasonably representative of what TransLink
could expect for average performance and emissions from these buses in our operating
environment.

Average Fuel Consumption & Fuel Costs
Bus Technology

Average Fuel
Consumption (kmlll

Fuel Cost ($/km)

Baseline
Biodiesel
Hybrid
CNG
Diesel wDPF

1.75
1.73
2.03
1.37
1.75

0.494
0.489
0.433
0.419
0.502

Calculations for the fuel cost of CNG are based on December 2005 charges for gas and
delivery (adjusted downward to reflect delivery charge for proposed new rate schedule),
fuel infrastructure operating & maintenance charges of $0.12 per diesel litre equivalent
(dIe) and electricity costs of $0.016 per kg of CNG for a total of $0.574 per dIe. Ultra
low sulphur diesel (ULSD) costs are based on the U.S. West Coast rack rate price
differential between No.2 diesel and ULSD diesel with the differential added to current
PetroCanada diesel price for No.1 diesel as of December 2005 for a total of $0.878 per
litre. Biodiesel fuel prices are based on discussions with Cascadia Fuels and reflect
proposed fuel costs less than current PetroCanada No. I diesel price.
The Hybrid buses travel farther per litre of fuel than the other buses, with all other diesels
buses next and then the CNG buses. However, the lower cost of natural gas results in the
CNG buses costing the least per kilometer for fueL
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Vehicle Exterior and Interior Noise & Performance
~._-_.

Noise
(decibels)
Bus
Exterior
Exterior Interior
Technology Noise under Noise at Noise
Acceleration Idle
at
Front
of Bus
Baseline
64.1
73.9
79.8
Biodiesel
82.3
65.9
73.9
Hybrid
79.2
61.1
72.6
eNG
80.1
61.9
73.7
Diesel with
75.4
73.8
59.7
DPF

Weight
(ka)

Interior
Noise at
Rear of
Bus
82.1
84.1
79.3
81.1
81.7

13,000
13,000
14,500
14,500
12,200

Acceleration(s)
o to 50 km/h

14.0

135
16.1
17.8
12.8

The noise levels of the buses appear to be more closely related to the overall design of the
bus rather than the engine type. Acceleration is dependent on the weight of the bus as
well as the technology. Hybrid and CNG buses are heavier than diesel buses and,
therefore, their acceleration is not as quick as the diesel buses.
As an indication of vehicle reliability, the number of roadcalls or the mean distance
between vehicle fuilure events and bus availability at the beginning of each service day is
being recorded for each bus. To date the Diesel buses equipped with DPFs have had the
greatest availability and fewest number of roadcall events. The Hybrid buses had
approximately twice as many roadcalls and the CNG buses about three times as many
roadcallscompared to the Diesel buses equipped with DPFs.
.
Maintenance costs, including parts, material costs and labour hourly costs of maintenance
staff to repair vehicle faults, have also been tracked. On a maintenance cost per
kilometre basis, the Diesel buses with DPFs hilVe operated at about one half the cost of
maintenance of the Hybrid buses and approximately 40% of the cost of maintenance of
the CNG buses.
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Average Daily Emissions
Criteria Air Contaminants (kg/day)

Bus
Technoloav
Baseline Diesel
Biodiesel
Hybrid
CNG
Diesel wDPF

PM
0.024
0.013
0.002
0.003
0.004

NOx

2.358
1.853
0.868
2.211
1.160

He

0.078
0.072
0.003
1.130
0.007

co
0.339
0.222
0.027
0.068
0.063

Green House
Gases (kg/day)
CO 2
CH 4 (x21)

265
250
201
252
267

0
0
0
21
0

The emissions testing was completed by Environment Canada, a sub-consultant to MJ
Bradley, in a two week testing program performed at the test track at Boundary Bay. The
duty cycle used for testing emissions represents an average TransLink revenue service
duty cycle. The average duty cycle experienced by a bus is more severe than the average
duty cycle of a heavy-duty truck and the average duty cycle experienced by TransLink is
more severe than most other transit agencies in North America due to our terrain and
number of urban routes.
To estimate the actual emissions emitted by TransLink's fleet, it is important to use
testing that represents our operating conditions. This will result in different emissions
results than the engine certification as certification testing is based on an industry wide
heavy-duty truck and bus average duty cycle. The numbers presented in the above table
are not absolute but are reasonably representative of what TransLink could expect for
average performance and emissions from these buses in our operating environment.
Overall, the Hybrid buses had the lowest emissions of the tested propulsion technologies.
The reductions compared to the Baseline buses were due in part to the hybrid-electric
drivetrain configuration, which reduced overall fuel usage and also reduced transient
engine operation, thus reducing emission rates. These buses also have state-of-the-art
low-NOx diesel engines equipped with diesel particulate filters (DPF), each of which
contributed to the low overall emissions levels.
The DPF-equipped Nova diesel buses had the second lowest emissions of the tested
propulsion technologies. The low PM, CO, and HC emissions resulted from the use of a
DPF. The relatively low NOx emissions from these buses, in comparison to the Baseline
diesels, resulted from the use of state-of-the-art 10w-NOx engines.
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The CNG overall emissions were higher than the Diesel with DPF buses and the Hybrid
buses. PM levels were equivalent to the levels produced by the Hybrid and DPF buses.
They bad marginally lower CO 2 emissions, 1)1)t marginally higher GHG emissions than
the diesel buses, due to relatively high CH4 emissions. NOx, CO and He emissions were
higher than those from the Baseline buses. The emissions results indicate that the CNG's
optimal engine emission performance is not achieved in the average duty cycle
experienced by buses in TransLink's operating environment. The NOx emissions would
be reduced significantly with a duty cycle reflecting highway driving with long periods
between stops and without hard acceleration.

Appendix B

Exhaust Emission Components

NOx

PM

co

Gaseous oxides
of nitrogen,
primarily NO
andN02

Particulate
matter
For natural gas,
primarily
carbon
particles. For
diesel PM,
primarily
carbon particles
with liquid
hydrocarbons
adsorbed onto
the surface.
Also contains
solid sulfur
compounds
(S04) and liquid
hydrocarbon
dro lets
Gaseous carbon
monoxide

"jl~te
YES

.

EPA new
vehicle
standards
EPA ambient
air quality
standards
(ozone)

YES
EPA new
vehicle
standards
EPA ambient
air quality
standards

YES
EPA new
vehicle
standards
EPA ambient
air quality
standards

In the atmosphere, NOx undergoes a
chemical reaction with VOCs in the
presence of sunlight to produce ozone
(it is considered an "ozone precursor").
Other chemical reactions in the
atmosphere produce solid nitTOgen
compounds (secondary particulates).
Both NOx its elf and ozone are
respiratory irritants that have been
linked to increased incidence and
severity of respiratory disease, and
remature death.
Solid particulates in the air we breathe
can lodge deep in the lungs. The
smallest particles, less than 2.5 microns
in diameter, are the most dangerous as
they can penetrate further into the lung.
PM is a respiratory irritant that can
trigger asthma attacks and increase their
severity. Like ozone, PM has been
linked to premature death, primarily
from people with existing respiratory
disease and. the elderly.
Recent studies have linked PM exposure
to increased risk ofhemt attack.
Toxic hydrocarbons adsorbed onto
diesel PM particles have been linked to
increased cancer risk.

Carbon monoxide in the air we breathe
reduces the ability of the lungs to
process oxygen, and can result in death
at high concentrations.
Carbon monoxide exposure is plimarily
a concem in enclosed buildings, and at
localized 'l1ot spots" with very high
vehicle traffic.
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vac
(NMHC)

Benzene
Carbonyl
PAR
N02PAH

CH4

CO2

Volatile organic
compounds, 3
mix ofvarious
gaseous
hydrocarbons,
not including
methane
Toxic
hydrocarbons.
Carbonyls
include
formaldehyde
and
acetalaldehyde.
PARs are
various
polycyclic
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In the atmosphere, VOCs undergo a
chemical reaction with NOx in the
presence of sunlight to produce ozone
(it is considered an "ozone precursor").
Ozone is a respiratory irritant that has
been linked to increased incidence and
severity of respiratory disease, and
premature death.
These hydrocarbon species are
carcinogenic compounds.
These substances can be carried into the
body, primarily as liquid adsorbed onto
PM particles, where they can increase
the risk of developing cancer.
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Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas,
with 21x the global warming potential
of carbon dioxide.
While methane is a hydrocarbon, it is
not reactive in the atmosphere and does
not contribute to ozone fonnation,
which is why it is currently unregulated
by US EPA.
The primmy byproduct of combustion
of fossil fuels, carbon dioxide is the
most significant greenhouse gas
produced by human activity.
Greenhouse gases have been linked to
global warming trends.

US-NO
CANADAYES (Kyoto
protocol)

